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[An excerpt from a 1-day convening booklet, showing an APPLY.] 

C Mapping Our Eco-System (40 min) 

The effectiveness and health of an eco-system will determine the success of our youth. 
UNCFD wants to have a deep and complex understanding of what works and what 
doesn’t work here in this country. We know the main players, but how are they related 
and interrelated? We know the basic landscape, but what do you consider critical areas 
of strength and areas of growth? Let’s work to unpack this together. Here is an example: 

 

With your table group, draw/write how you see the eco-system for youth economic 
opportunities in your country. Consider these questions as you develop or create your 
mind map: 

 What best practices from this morning should be named in your eco-system? 
 What lessons learned from this morning should also be named here? 
 What systems, tools, programmes, partnerships, policies, or regulations can you 

add that you think are critical to this ecosystem? 

The colour key:  
 Use GREEN Post-it notes for what is working and what you know exists. 
 Use RED Post-it notes for what is not working and what you know does not exist. 
 Use YELLOW/ORANGE Post-it notes for questions that come to mind. 
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D Getting another Perspective (20 min)  

With a partner, visit the other tables. 

 What do others have that you missed? 
 What is an urgent priority that needs to be address right away? 
 What opportunities do you see to strengthen the ties, connections, partnerships 

and collaboration between financial services and youth services?  

Document your ideas as you go. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Large group: 

 What did you start to notice as you walked around to the other eco-systems? 
 What did you see in urgent need of change or strengthening? 
 What opportunities did you see? 

E Assessing Our Eco-System (20 min) 

So let’s see how we would assess the present eco-system in your country. Stand up and 
stand in a long line across the room. If you believe your present-day eco-system is a 10 
(perfect!) stand on this far end of the room. If you believe your eco-system is a 0 (we do 
nothing and it is the worst it can be!) stand at the other end of the room. Let’s see how 
each of you rates the eco-system you are in.  

 For those of you at the top of the scale, what tells you or shows you that your 
assessment is appropriate? 

 For those of you toward the bottom of the scale, what tells you or shows you that 
your assessment is appropriate? 

 What do we all agree needs attention if we want to improve our performance as 
a whole? 


